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BACKGROUND OF THE PROJECT 
 

 The Microsoft Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) provides remote 
display and input capabilities over network connections for 
Windows-based applications running on a server. RDP is designed 
to support different types of network topologies and multiple 
LAN protocols. [1] 

 

The Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) implementation in 
Microsoft Windows XP SP2 and SP3, Windows Server 2003 SP2, 
Windows Vista SP2, Windows Server 2008 SP2, R2, and R2 SP1, and 
Windows 7 Gold and SP1 does not properly process packets in 
memory, which allows remote attackers to execute arbitrary code 
by sending crafted RDP packets triggering access to an object 
that (1) was not properly initialized or (2) is deleted, aka 
"Remote Desktop Protocol Vulnerability." [2] 

 

 This vulnerability could allow remote code execution if an 
attacker sends a sequence of specially crafted RDP packets to an 
affected system. By default, the Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) 
is not enabled on any Windows operating system. Systems that do 
not have RDP enabled are not at risk. [3] 

 

An attacker who successfully exploited this vulnerability 
could run arbitrary code on the target system. An attacker could 
then install programs; view, change, or delete data; or create 
new accounts with full user rights. [3] 

 

AFFECTED SYSTEMS: [4] 

 Windows 7 Service Pack 1 

 Windows 7 Enterprise 

 Windows 7 Professional 

 Windows 7 Ultimate 

 Windows 7 Home Premium 

 Windows 7 Home Basic 

 Windows Server 2008 R2 Service Pack 1 

 Windows Server 2008 R2 Standard 

 Windows Server 2008 R2 Enterprise 

 Windows Server 2008 R2 Datacenter 

 Windows Server 2008 Service Pack 2 

 Windows Vista Service Pack 2 

 Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Service Pack 2 

 Microsoft Windows XP Service Pack 3 



VULNERABILITY TESTING: 
 

Setup used for testing: 

 Virtual Machine (Oracle VM VirtualBox) 
o Linux-based OS (with Python) – used for attacking 
o Any Windows OS indicated – used as target 
o Windows VM using Host-only Adapter in Network 

Settings 
o Windows VM must have Remote Desktop turned on: 

 Allow connections from computers running any 
version of Remote Desktop 

 

SCREENSHOTS: 

 

SETUP 



 

WINDOWS VM (Windows 7 Ultimate with SP1 32-bit) 

 

REMOTE DESKTOP CONFIGURATION 



 

LINUX OS (CentOS 6.6) 

 

PYTHON EXPLOIT FILE 



 

AFTER CODE EXECUTION (python execution in Linux with target 
Windows VM IP, BSOD/stop error in Windows) 

 

CODE EXECUTION IN LINUX (possible outcomes: Connection timed out 
= success; continuous sending/received = fail) 



SOLUTIONS: [3] 

 

 UPDATE: 

Update package KB2621440 addresses CVE-2012-0002. The 
aggregate severity rating is Critical based on CVE-2012-
0002. Customers should apply all updates offered for the 
version of Microsoft Windows installed on their systems. 

 

 MITIGATION: 

 By default, the Remote Desktop Protocol is not enabled 
on any Windows operating system. Systems that do not 
have RDP enabled are not at risk. Note that on Windows 
XP and Windows Server 2003, Remote Assistance can 
enable RDP. 

 Firewall best practices and standard default firewall 
configurations can help protect networks from attacks 
that originate outside the enterprise perimeter. Best 
practices recommend that systems connected directly to 
the Internet have a minimal number of ports exposed. 

 

WORKAROUND: 

 Disable Terminal Services, Remote Desktop, Remote 
Assistance, and Windows Small Business Server 2003 
Remote Web Workplace feature if no longer required. 

 Block TCP port 3389 at the enterprise perimeter 
firewall. 

 Enable Network Level Authentication on systems running 
supported editions of Windows Vista, Windows 7, 
Windows Server 2008, and Windows Server 2008 R2. 

  



CONCLUSIONS: 
 

 Remote Desktop is still being used today, and is present 
from Windows XP to the latest Windows OS (Windows 10). RDP 
Vulnerability is not the only vulnerability that uses RDP that 
was found and addressed in Microsoft’s Security Bulletin (MS12-
020). There’s also the CVE-2012-0152 that describes the use of 
remote desktop in Windows 7 and Windows Server 2008 to execute 
denial of service. With this knowledge, one can say that Remote 
Desktop Protocol will always be vulnerable in different 
implementations in different Windows OS. 

 

 A normal user would probably not use remote desktop. 
However, businesses and IT professionals use remote desktops 
more often than not. The testing and demonstration done in this 
project only aims to produce a stop error in Windows 7. In 
different scenarios, one can execute arbitrary codes to have 
full control on the system. If not addressed properly and on 
time, it will become a critical problem for businesses. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 
 

 As said, RDP will always be vulnerable. If not being used 
or not necessary in work, users should always turn off Remote 
Desktop (“Don’t allow connections to this computer” option) to 
ensure that intruders will not be able to access the system. If 
Remote Desktop were being used, always make sure that only 
authorized/known and trusted users in or outside the network can 
access the system.  
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